Introduction* It has long been known that every positive rational number can be represented as a finite sum of reciprocals of distinct positive integers (the first proof having been given by Leonardo Pisano [6] in 1202). It is the purpose of this paper to characterize {cf. Theorem 4) those rational numbers which can be written as finite sums of reciprocals of distinct nth. powers of integers, where n is an arbitrary (fixed) positive integer and "finite sum" denotes a sum with a finite number of summands. It will follow, for example, that p\q is the finite sum of reciprocals of distinct squares 1 
if and only if
Our starting point will be the following result: THEOREM 
A. Let n be a positive integer and let H n denote the sequence (l~n, 2~~n, 3~w, ••••). Then the rational number pjq is the finite sum of distinct terms taken from H n if and only if for all ε > 0, there is a finite sum s of distinct terms taken from H
n such that 0 ^ s -pjq < ε.
Theorem A is an immediate consequence of a result of the author [2, Theorem 4] together with the fact that every sufficiently large integer is the sum of distinct nth. powers of positive integers (cf., [8] , [7] or [3] ).
The main results* We begin with several definitions. Let S = (s u s 2 , •••) denote a (possibly finite) sequence of real numbers. DEFINITION 
P(S)
is defined to be the set of all sums of the form Σ?=i ε k8k-where ε k = 0 or 1 and all but a finite number of the ε k are 0. DEFINITION 
Ac(S)
is defined to be the set of all real numbers x such that for all ε > 0, there is an s e P(S) such that 0 ^ s -x < ε. Note that in this terminology Theorem A becomes: [π, π + σ) and assume that x ί Ac(S). Then x e [π, π + σ) for some π e P r _i. A sum of the form π + Σ*U \ where
(where a sum of the form Σ<*U is taken to be 0 for b < a). Note that since x £ Ac(S) ID P(S) then we never get equality in (2) . Let M denote the set of minimal sums. Then M must contain infinitely many elements. e M such that p Λ -x < <5 + S/2\ Since s n [ 0 then there exists c such that n^c implies that s n < δ/2. Also, there exists w such that n^w implies that p n uses an s k for some k^c (since only a finite number of p, can be formed from the s k with k < c). Therefore we can write p w = 7Γ + Σ?=i s fc, where A TO ^ c. Hence which is a contradiction to the assumption that p w is "minimal/' Thus, we must have xeAc(S) and consequently
To show inclusion in the other direction let x e Ac(S) and suppose that x e U^€P r _! ί π > π + σ ) Thus, either x < 0, x ^ Σ~=i s fc> or there exist π and TΓ' in P^ such that π + σ ^ x < π' where no element of P r _ x is contained in the interval [π + σ, TΓ'). Since the first two possibilities imply that x $ Ac(S) (contradicting the hypothesis) then we may assume that the third possibility holds. Therefore there exists δ > 0 such that ( 4) x g π' -3 .
Let p be any element of P(S).
Then p = ΣΓ=i S^ + Σ2=i s % f°r some m and w where
Thus for π* = ΣS=iβ< ί we have pe [TΓ*, TΓ* + σ). Consequently any element p of P(S) must fall into an interval [π*, TΓ* + o) for some TΓ* 6 P r _i and therefore, if p exceeds x then it must exceed x by at least δ (since p ί [π + 0", π') and thus by (4) p > x e [π + (7, TΓ' ) implies p^ π f ^ x + δ). This contradicts the hypothesis that x e Ac(S) and hence we conclude that Ac(S)c \J π ep r _ 1 Thus, in either case we see that π > π f + σ. Consequently, any two formally distinct sums in P r _χ are separated by a distance of more than σ and hence, each element π of P r -± gives rise to a half-open interval [TΓ, π + σ) which is disjoint from any other interval [TΓ' , TΓ' + σ) for TΓ Φ τr'eP r _!. Therefore Ac(S) = \Jnep r -. x 
Since by hypothesis, Σ~=*+i 3~n ^ A"*, then by (5)
Hence, (k + l)~w is s.r. in H n and the lemma is proved. Proof. With the exception of t n ~ n\ln 2, the theorem follows directly from the preceding results. The following argument, due to L. Shepp, shows that t n ~ n/ln 2.
Consider the function f n (x) defined by Hence the equation f n (x) = 0 has a unique positive root x n and from the definition of t n it follows by (6) that 0 < x n -t n ^ 1. Thus, to show that t n ~ nβn 2, it suffices to show that x n ~ nβn 2. Now it is easily shown (cf , [4] , p. 13) that for a > 0, (1 + a/n)~n is a decreasing function of n. Thus, f % {an) is a decreasing function of w and since f % (2a) < oo for a > 0 then
since the monotone convergence theorem (cf., [5] ) allows us to interchange the sum and limit. Suppose now that for some e > 0, there exist n x <n 2 < such that x H > n^l/ln 2 + e). Then
which is a contradiction. Similarly, if for some ε, 0 < ε < lβn 2, there exist ^ < n 2 < such that then 0 = BmAίag g Mm^Kl^ " £ )) REMARKS. In theory it should be possible to calculate directly from the relevant theorems (cf., [2] , [3]) an explicit bound for the number of terms of H n needed to represent p\q as an element of P(H n ). However, since the theorems were not designed to minimize such a bound, but rather merely to show its existence, then understandably, this calculated bound would probably be many orders of 2 In fact, it can be shown that x n has the expansion n/ln2 -1/2 + cιn~ι + c k n~k + OOt-*-1 ) for any k.
magnitude too large. Erdos and Stein [1] and, independently, van Albada and van Lint [9] have shown that if f(n) denotes the least number of terms of H 1 -(I" 1 , 2~\ •) needed to represent the integer n as an element of P(£P) then f{n) ~ e n~y where 7 is Euler's constant. It should be pointed out that a more general form of Theorem A may be derived from [2] 
